**Presenter:** Cella Janisch-Hartline, RN, BSN, Nursing Leadership Senior Manager, RWHC; ACC Certified Professional Coach

**Target Audience:** Nurses and other health care providers (i.e. cardiac rehab personnel, monitor technicians) that interpret heart monitor rhythms as part of their work responsibilities.

**Program Description:** This course on basic arrhythmia will include an overview of the heart’s electrical conduction system, review of commonly seen arrhythmias and treatment considerations for abnormal findings and priorities interventions for lethal arrhythmias. Some self-directed activity will also occur as several strips will be presented for individual interpretations throughout the day, so that the learner can proceed at their own pace with the ability to ask questions and receive guided interpretation from the presenter.

**PROGRAM OBJECTIVES** – Participants will be able to:

1. Review the heart’s electrical conduction system
2. Determine potential causes of arrhythmias
3. Recollect the clinical signs and symptoms present when patient experiences decreased or altered cardiac output/perfusion
4. Engage in a systematic process for EKG Strip interpretation
5. Differentiate the criteria evident on the strips to determine the various types of heart blocks
6. Compare and contrast atrial vs. ventricular arrhythmias
7. Identify appropriate emergency interventions for lethal arrhythmias
8. Interpret practice strips utilizing the systematic approach
9. Identify life-threatening arrhythmias

Visit the [RWHC Clinical Education Series web page](https://www.rwhc.com/education) to view all our class offerings.

If you would like more information about the *RWHC Clinical Education Series*, email [Education Services Manager, Carrie Ballweg](mailto:carrie.ballweg@rwhc.com), or call 608-643-2343.